Gene transfer of immunoglobulin light chain restores heavy chain secretion.
Several lines of evidence suggest that immunoglobulin (Ig) light (L) chain plays a role in the secretion of heavy (H) chain. For example, myeloma variant lines, which synthesize the Ig H chain but not the L chain, fail to secrete H chain protein. Here we have tested directly the role of chain assembly in the control of Ig secretion by the transfer of functional L chain genes into two such L chain-defective myeloma mutants. A lambda 2 or kappa L chain gene was introduced into variant lines of the mouse myelomas MOPC 315 (IgA, lambda 2) or PC7 (IgM, kappa), respectively. Although the two mutant lines are unable to secrete the H chain they produce, rescue of secretion of complete Ig protein molecules (IgA or IgM) was observed after transfection. These results imply that the secretory apparatus of these cells is intact and that the failure to secrete free H chain reflects a structural feature intrinsic to that protein. The implications of these results with respect to control of secretion of multi-subunit proteins are discussed.